
The valTra anTs concepT
Introducing the future of tractors.



In the future farmers will still play the key role in food production, but 

they will have to produce more food for more people on less land. In 

the future more people will live in built-up areas and cities, while some 

existing fields will even be reforested to help conserve the environment. 

Agricultural machinery will have to be highly intelligent and even able to 

operate without constant supervision. Our research and development 

team has studied these visions of the future and created a concept for 

future agricultural machinery that will be able to handle agricultural 

tasks while serving people in many other ways as well. One thing won’t 

change: in the future our customers will still want to tailor their agricul-

tural machinery according to their individual needs in order to perform 

specific tasks as efficiently as possible.
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Valtra today serves its customers from the moment of 

sale throughout the lifespan of the tractor. We deliver 

spare parts, and our service technicians visit thousands 

of farms a year. In the future many of our services will 

be highly automated, but people will still be needed 

to oversee operations. Our service technicians will 

continue to visit farms to carry out tasks that cannot be 

performed at our automated service points. So step into 

the future with us and find out more about our vision for 

the future of agricultural machinery.



01 valTra anTs has two different 

basic size units, Valtra ANTS 100 and Valtra 

ANTS 200.

02 valTra anTs has intelligent 

wheels, they have electric drive motors, 

and also feature an extremely ingenious 

mechanism that allows them to expand when 

needed.
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03 each inTelligenT Wheel 
uniT has four wheel steering and its own ac-

tive suspension, which allows the entire ANTS 

unit to self level in various terrain conditions

04 The modular sTrucTure of 

Valtra ANTS is enabled by the spinal core of the 

central body.



05mosT funcTions have been 

replaced with electric motors and actuators.

06 valTra anTs is a true bidirec-

tional machine without any particular front 

or back, making it the ultimate evolution of 

Valtra’s TwinTrac philosophy.



07 The enTire cab lowers to the 

ground, the windshield rises up and the seat 

slides out of the cab.

08 valTra anTs uses all the glass 

surfaces of the cabin to display the necessary 

information, giving a whole new meaning to 

the concept of “heads-up display”.



09valTra anTs can change the cab 

from one unit to another just by driving two 

units against each other and sliding the cab to

the top of the other unit.

10 by far The mosT sTriking 
feature of Valtra ANTS is its ability to join two 

Valtra ANTS units together to form one big 

“Valtra ANTS Queen” unit. 



red doT design aWard  
Red dot stands for belonging to the best in 
design and business. The accolade of the red dot 
design award, the “red dot”, is an internationally 
recognised quality label for excellent design. The 
distinction is based on the principle of selection 
and presentation. Excellent design is selected 

by competent expert juries in the areas of product design, communication 
design, and design concepts. This year, more than 3,500 design  

concepts have been submitted, which is a record that expresses 
the development and importance of the competition. 

Valtra Inc.
FIN-44200 Suolahti
Tel. +358 20 45 501
Fax +358 20 455 0533
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valTra has a greaT hisTory 
of finding unique and innovative solutions,  

and Valtra ANTS continues this tradition.


